
You face the complexity of the massive fixed 
income universe every day, challenged to deliver 
optimized portfolio solutions. Whether you’re an 
investor or an advisor, you dream of a tool that 
will create just the right answer — tailored to 
your criteria for risk and yield and more. But you 
can’t afford to wait for days of data scrubbing 
and analysis. Your opportunity — and your  
client — is waiting.

Turn to BondIT. We will give you the power 
to seize that opportunity, enhance your client 
relationship, attract more assets, more trades, 
more commissions. 

Experience the power 

of fixed income portfolio 

optimization through  

AI and Machine Learning… 

in just seconds

With optimized ideas generated in seconds.  
And all in a customer-focused, compliant  
friendly way.

BondIT can provide a powerful infrastructure to 
work behind your fixed income platform. Driven 
by sophisticated, proprietary AI and machine 
learning, BondIT puts a straightforward, intuitive 
interface in your hands, enabling you to create 
and control a perfectly tailored portfolio. 
By mitigating the complexity of portfolio 
construction through data and technology, we 
construct smart ideas backed by comprehensive, 
on-demand reporting.

CUSTOMIZABLE AND POWERFUL

BONDIT CONNECTS  
YOUR DATA, RESEARCH, 
AND CLIENT DEMANDS 
TO DELIVER ACTIONABLE 
INVESTMENT IDEAS  
THAT ARE OPTIMAL  
& COMPLIANT.

Integrate custom data 

attributes & analytics

Ensure compliance with  

internal restrictions &  

client guidelines

Accelerate trade flow  

by cutting turnaround  

time from idea generation  

to execution 

Rebalance recommendations 

backed by risk analytics

Tailor scalable & robust  

active portfolio optimization  

for each client

Source ideas from custom 

universes & internal  

bond inventory



The BondIT infrastructure is driven by proprietary machine learning 
algorithms, creating a unique solution to cover five key areas of fixed 
income portfolio management:

Data Cleansing  
& Enhancement

Customized Bond 
Universe

Optimization  
Set Up

Optimization
Lifecycle  

Management

The BondIT team includes data scientists, machine learning algorithm specialists, and fixed income market veterans, 

who collaborate to bring their distinctive expertise in helping you re-engineer — re-imagine — your fixed income 

businesses. We want to help you significantly boost your productivity and scale your business, while meeting your 

regulatory and compliance requirements.
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BOOK A DEMO TODAY 

LEARN HOW TO HARNESS THE POWER OF 

BONDIT. TO BOOK A DEMO TODAY, CONTACT 

US DIRECTLY OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

www.bonditglobal.com

Robust Infrastructure
Secure, scalable & stable infrastructure with industrial-
strength computing & data storage capabilities

Fully Customizable
Optimal user experience through highly configured  
front-end interface

API Integration
Fast & modern integration capabilities with existing  
internal systems to support seamless workflow

White Label Solution Fully supported solution with your branding & visual identity

BondIT is disrupting the fixed income 
market and our banking and fintech 
clientele are excited by the speed, 
simplicity and accuracy of our product.

Founded in 2012, BondIT is today recognized for our 

innovative, market-leading solutions that help fixed 

income investors in the construction, optimization and 

management of their portfolios. Our mission is to bring 

invaluable efficiency to global markets through the 

application of artificial intelligence and data science, 

helping you gain a competitive advantage through 

faster, smarter portfolio construction, leading to 

improved customer service and enhanced revenue.

We developed our cloud-based, machine learning 

algorithmic solution to produce custom portfolios at 

unprecedented speed. BondIT is a complete solution 

for the entire fixed income portfolio lifecycle — 

from generation and analysis to maintenance and 

rebalancing. By offering data-driven, personalized, 

optimized investment portfolios through BondIT, 

you will see a lift in trade flow and revenue, while 

dramatically improving customer experience through 

unparalleled responsiveness.




